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Editors Comment
In the interests of expediency, and support to our
advertisers I hastily (and I mean hastily) put this newssheet together, not forgetting the members too. I am not
a journalist or for that matter a whiz kid at the computer
either…so please may I ask that you accept this
newsletter in the manner that it is presented.

Summer is Here Again?
The time of the year has come around again when our
thoughts turn to gardening. Some of us respond
willingly, others more grudgingly and there are a few
amongst us who are obsessive. Some people are
obsessive about their lawns, seeking bowling green
perfection, others about vegetables, hoping perhaps to
win best in show at a local horticultural society later in
the summer. But the truly obsessive are those with a
flower obsession: yet not flowers in general but a
particular type of flower. It is said to have all started with
the so-called tulip mania in the Netherlands in the 17th
century, which itself derived from Sultan Suleiman the
Magnificent’s own obsession with the tulip. The tulip first
reached Europe from Constantinople via Antwerp
around 1550. It took off in Holland when the great
botanist, Clusius, became Professor of Botany at Leiden
University in 1594. Tulips became valuable resources
bought for huge sums of money or bartered for luxury
goods. The whole mania got totally out of hand when
bulbs were still in the ground. This earliest example of
the futures’ market was known rather poignantly at the
time as “The Wind Trade”. It all collapsed spectacularly
in 1637, ruining many. Yet of course tulip cultivation
survived and spread to England with the arrival of Dutch
gardens and horticulture with William of Orange and his
Stuart wife, and keen gardener, Mary II. Other English
obsessions, especially in the obsessive Victorian era
included chrysanthemums, ferns (with special Wardian
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case developed for their display), primroses and
seaweed.e
Now thatf National Honey Week is gone (May 1st 6th
May), ther protagonists for the use of honey for both
o and skincare are having a field day. The
consumption
m
Metro newspaper
recently extolled the virtues of honey
to beyond reality, in that honey is the cure-all for
practically
t every malady that the human race could
encounter.
h It is true that honey does have bacterial
properties
e that have been known and used for
centuries. In the Great War, the Russian Army Medical
Servicesdused vast quantities of honey for dealing with
severely oinfected wounds. The use of honey with its
antibacterial properties that includes hydrogen peroxide
c
encompasses a natural glucose oxidase system. Even
today it isuused with considerable success by the
m
medical profession
for treating ulcerated wounds
e poor circulation and gangrene conditions.
concerning
n of years now, certain honeys are being
For a number
adorned tas “miracle honeys”. In fact, our own native
honeys from the heather moors carry a high percentage
o vulgaris “ling”; which has its own unique
of Calluna
properties
r that include an above average amount of
proteins, in addition to its high pollen count and
thixotropic
t properties. To obtain high quality samples is
difficult inhthe UK, due to the fickle weather we
experience
e in August. Good samples are in Yorkshire,
Scotland, the Border Counties and Lancashire.
s

Threat uto European Nature Laws?
m
The European Commission is undertaking a review of
m
the Birds and Habitats Directives – a public
a on the review is open until 24th July on
consultation
r
http://tinyurl.com/18czb8w
A key input will be the
y
Commission’s State of Nature in the EU report that is
due to be published shortly that is based on Member
o
States’ conservation
status assessments of the species
f types protected by the two nature directives.
and habitat
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The mid-term view of the Biodiversity Strategy,
expected later in 2015, will also provide further science
based information.
One-hundred + voluntary organisations across the UK
believe this review represents a threat to nature and
biodiversity across Europe. These directives have been
proved scientifically to provide protection for landscapes
and large and small species. It is feared that the review
will leave the long-term future of Europe’s biodiversity
vulnerable to short-term political priorities.

Bees Abroad – Appointment of New
Chairman
The Trustees of Bees Abroad have chosen Richard
Ridler as its new Chairman. Richard succeeds John
Home who is standing down after a number of years at
the helm. Richard was until recently Chairman of Essex
Beekeepers’ Association. Richard said: I’m thrilled to
have been selected to lead the charity in its
restructuring and strengthening to enable it to grow.
Richard has experience of business development,
marketing and projects overseas with beekeeping
experience in Africa.
The charity has successfully completed various projects
since its formation in 1998, establishing many
sustainable beekeeping groups which continue to grow
and flourish. Currently it has 21 ongoing projects in
Kenya and the Cameroons. Support to new beekeepers
is typically just four hives which increases the family’s
income by 20% enabling them, for example, to buy
medicines and educate their children. In 2014, the
Department for Overseas Development recognised the
value of their work by awarding Bees Abroad a grant of
£295,000 for extension services work in Kenya.
The Wax Chandlers Company continues to support the
charity through its charitable committee. Further
information at www.beesabroad.org.uk tel. 0117 230
0231 or via email info@beesabroad.co.uk . YBKA have
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for a number of years given support to Bees Abroad at
the GreateYorkshire Show by affording them
accommodation for their stand.
f
r
Asian Hornet
and its Threat to Beekeeping
o
m are advised that they should be on the
Our members
lookout for this pernicious insect. The hornet has
graduallyt moved nearer to our shores through a
h of transhumance and climate change.
combination
The Vespa
e velutina, sometimes known as the 'Asian
hornet', also known as the yellow legged hornet, is
native todAsia and was confirmed for the first time in Lotet-Garonne
o in the South West of France in 2004. It was
thought to
c have been imported in a consignment of
pottery from
u China and it quickly established and spread
to a number of regions of France. The hornet preys on
m
honeybees, Apis mellifera and disrupts the ecological
e
role which it provides, harming commercial beekeeping
activities.nIt has also altered the biodiversity in regions
t present and is potentially deadly to allergic
where it is
people. It is active between April and November
(peakingoAugust/September).
r out for:
What to look
 Vespa velutina queens are up to 3 cm in length;
workers
up to 25 mm (slightly smaller than the
t
native
European
hornet Vespa crabro),
h
 Entirely
dark brown or black velvety body,
e
bordered with a fine yellow band,
 Only
s one band on the abdomen: 4th abdominal
segment
almost entirely yellow/orange,
u
 Legs brown with yellow ends,
m
 Head black with an orange-yellow face,
m
 Vespa velutina is a day flying species which,
a
unlike
the European hornet, ceases activity at
r
dusk.
Supportyyour local Association by attending their
monthly meetings. Make a point of attending. It is
o the speaker a lift to see a good
also gives
f too.
attendance
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Dudley and Helga Gue 1998
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A Timeefor Reflection
Some of our members are regular visitors to the
f
National Honey Show. It is with sadness to advise that
r
Clive Watson
died at the beginning of July. Clive was for
o staging manager of the NHS; Clive’s cheery
many years
m will be greatly missed. He passed passed
disposition
away peacefully in his sleep, and at home. Our
t Tony Jefferson with his brother Richard
Chairman,
travelledhdown to South London to attend the funeral.
We offereour condolences to the Watson family.
Some of d
you might be interested to know that Alan
Jeffersonois now living in a residential home – Whitby
Court, Waterstead
Lane, Whitby, YO21 1PX. Please
c
drop Alanua letter or better still call to see him.

It is one of the facts of beekeeping life that a good
number of the stalwarts of beekeeping when attaining a
good age quickly fall into oblivion, more especially once
they retire from beekeeping. A case in point is Dudley
Gue. Dudley is a former Chairman of YBKA and of
Beverley BKA. Sadly for Dudley, he lost his mate Helga:
for Dudley this was a cruel blow because he had, overtime, relied fully on Helga to run the household. I have
to report that Mrs Erica Osborn having a concern for
Dudley asked me if I would call to see him at his former
home in Beverley as he would not reply to her letters.
Despite many attempts to make contact, a neighbour
advised that Dudley was not able to care for himself.
Dudley had become a diabetic suffering acute vascular
dementia, fortunately good neighbours realised his
plight and acted in his best interests. He is now living in
a residential nursing home The Rowans, Kirk Ella, Hull.
Think of your Association Secretary in his/her
endeavours to find speakers for evening events in
the winter period…remember the speaker has to
turn-out too, and probably travels further than you!

m

YBKA Wax
e Purchasing Scheme
n
Very soon
t details will be announced via your District
Association’s Secretary.
o
The YBKA GPC is alive to the needs of the membership
r
by providing a service to its members. District
Secretaries are asked to advise members of the 2016
t and how they and their members can
consignment
h
participate.
e

Retirement of Bill Cowling – Hon Show
s Great Yorkshire Show
Director,

u
m
Earlier in the year the announcement was made that Bill
Cowling m
was stepping down as the Hon. Show Director,
a post heahas held since 2005. Bill Cowling has been a
r
great supporter
of the bees section at the Great
Yorkshirey Showground. Bill lives at nearby Pannal
having handed the family farm over to his sons. We
wish Bill o
and Mrs Cowling our best wishes for the future,
no doubtfenjoying their pastime of caravanning the UK.
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The official opening of the new Honey
Apiculture Technology Building 14th July
2014
A number of beekeepers have asked for details and a
précis of history of the honey show and new pavilion for
beekeeping. The new facility is primarily for the use of
the Honey Show at the Great Yorkshire Show. The
Hives and Honey Show has been a feature of the Great
Yorkshire Show going back to about 1865. The first
honey show commencing at the 1885 show held at
Selby. For about 20 years beekeeping was featured
with skep making and driving of bees competitions by all
comers. Each year from 1885 until 1950 the Great
Yorkshire Show travelled on a circuit around the three
“Ridings” the last being held at Malton in 1950. The
1951 show was held at the Harrogate showground in a
tented marquee more or less where the present Young
Farmers Building is situated. Gerald Moxon of Beverley
attended the show and remembers it well. The following
year a redundant building became available that was to
be home for the honey show for the next 47 shows until
the building was demolished to make way for the new
food hall complex. Due to a number of hitches and
snags the honey show was delayed in rehousing until
2015.
The opening was witnessed by a large number of the
public on Tuesday. HRH toured the new facility and
discussed the exhibits with judges and stewards alike
Those in attendance included the Lord Lieutenants of
West, East and South Yorkshire and Lord Crathorne in
his capacity as both President of the Yorkshire
Agricultural Society and Lord Lieutenant for North
Yorkshire. The President of the BBKA, Dr David Aston
and Mrs Aston. Bill Cowling Hon. Show Director, Great
Yorkshire Show and visitors far and wide.
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Michael Badger
receiving HRH the Princess of Wessex
e by the Hon. Show Director Bill Cowling with
supported
the Lord Crathorne looking on, meeting Ivor Flatman and
Gerald Moxon.
f
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HRH the n
Countess of Wessex and Past Master Graeme
Marrs discussing
their combined interests of the 5th
t

Regiment of Rifles of which the Countess is the Colonel
of the Regiment. The Wax Chandlers Company has many
o
historic associations with the armed services.
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Wax Chandlers Visit the Great Yorkshire
Show – July 14-16 2015 - Harrogate
For a number of years Masters, Past Masters and
Liveryman make the annual trek to the showground to
visit the Hives & Honey Pavilion. Last year the visit was
auspicious with the official opening of the new
Apicultural Technology Centre by HRH the Princess of
Wessex who met the Master Lt. Col. John Chambers
together with a number of Past Masters and Liverymen
too. This year our Master, Mrs. Heather Hawker is
attending Harrogate all three days (rumour has it that
she headed to Betty’s on the Tuesday for afternoon
tea). On Wednesday morning her day began with
meeting the Yorkshire Beekeepers’ Associations
members, followed by listening to the jazz band on the
Presidents lawn. Taking lunch with the Right Revd. Dr
Tom Butler, former Bishop of Southwark with Mrs Butler
and other guests of the WCC, headed by resident GYS /
WCC troupers Past Master Marrs and Lillias. Later in
the day the Master presented from the Presidents Box,
the prize for the best improver of the Heavy HorseTurnouts. Thursday morning commenced
at 11am with the award of prizes including the Wax
Chandlers Trophy for the best piece of beeswax.
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The Best
Exhibit of all Beeswax or Candles –
e

Wax Chandlers Company.

f
The trophy
r is a Perpetual Challenge Trophy offered by
the executors
o of the late Mrs Maureen Ziegler to the
Worshipful Company of Wax Chandlers, in
m
commemoration of her visits to the Yorkshire Shows,
Hives and Honey Section from 1931 until 2002. The
trophy ista fruit bowl made from a burr of Yew, complete
with goldhbee and detachable base with inscription.
e
Commissioned
by Mrs E. M. Osborn, the trophy has
been modified under instruction of the Court of The
d Company of Wax Chandlers. Liveryman
Worshipful
o
Tom Tudor-Pole
undertook the restoration work in
c with Jonathan Leech, Wigtown. Note the
conjunction
gold beeuto the right hand of the picture.
m
e
n
t
o
r
t
h
e
s
u
HRH them
Countess of Wessex discussing the finer
points ofmthe exhibits with judges Mike Duffin and
a and Alan Brown.
Leo Fielding
r
Details ofyPrize winners for the 2015 Great Yorkshire
Show are given on page 8.
o
f
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FOOD REGULATIONS AND THE LABELLING
OF HONEY
Beekeepers and those involved with processing honey
need to be aware, that following the food scandals
concerning meat and its derivatives in 2012 / 2013 the
government have revised the regulations and controls
concerning products that are produced by food
producing animals. To this end, the honeybee is a “food
producing animal” and as such, provision has to be
made for compliance with the regulations. In essence,
compliance needs to accommodate Environmental
Health Requirements for honey handling and the
premises that the honey and its products are prepared
from may well require registration of premises.
Beekeepers need to be aware that the Environmental
Health requirements may apply to them if they sell
honey directly to the public and more especially if they
trade with third parties in the purchasing and selling of
honey for human consumption.
Honey composition and labeling is controlled by the
Honey (England) Regulations 2003 as amended. This
legislation lays down reserved descriptions that must be
used which relate to the source from which the honey is
obtained (e.g. blossom, honeydew), or the processes by
which it is extracted (e.g. drained, extracted) and also
the way it is presented (e.g. comb, chunk honey). The
regulations lay down a detailed specification, honey
must comply with in terms of its composition and also
set out some general quality criteria for honey. In
addition the regulations contain some specific labeling
requirements including a requirement for country of
origin labeling on honey where appropriate. If you use
one of the reserved descriptions then your product must
be made according to the defined compositional criteria.



The Honey (England) Regulations 2003
The Honey (Amendment) (England)
Regulations 2005
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The Food Labeling Regulations 2014
e

The main UK Statutory regulations as at September
f
2014 are:
r
Honey Regulations
2003 with 2005 amendments
o
Food Hygiene
Regulations 2006, which rely on
m 852/2004 for detail;
Regulation
Other Regulations relating to Honey are:
Materialst and articles in contact with food regulations
2005, h
Plastic materials
and articles in contact with food
e
regulations 2008,
Food Safety
d Act 1990,
Weights o
and Measures Act 1985,
Weights c
and Measures (packaged goods) regulations
1986, u
Food labelling regulations 1984.
m
Food (Lot marking) regulations 1992,
e
Key Hygiene legislation is REGULATION 852/2004
which is n
referenced throughout the 2006 Food Hygiene
t
Regulations. The guidance associated with this
legislation comprises three elements:
o
 Hygiene
requirements
r
 Food
Safety
 Registration of premises
t
h
Certain Environmental
Officers (you are advised to seek
e
advice beforehand)
have advised that small scale honey
production with direct sale to consumers is exempt from
premise sregistration. If premises are used for 5 days or
less in a u5 week period registration is not required.
Hygiene m
regulations still apply – inspections still
possible.m
a
Those beekeepers
whose operations could be regarded
r
as a major
processing
facility should be aware that
y
Environmental Health Officers may well require
assurances that the following arrangements might well
o
be required…
f
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Hygiene requirements state that you “must” make sure
that your premises are kept clean and are properly
equipped. Foods “must” be hygienically handled. Staff
“must” be appropriately supervised, and be instructed
and/or trained in food hygiene matters so that they can
carry out their work hygienically. Measures that need to
be taken include:
 Washable surfaces: worktops, walls, floors,
ceilings
 Insect and vermin free
 Two sinks, hot and cold water
 Suitable equipment – food safe materials
 Operator hygiene, no smoking
 Appropriate storage facilities
 Hygiene regulations should be followed in all
hive related activities, frame making and
transportation
Safety requirements state that you need to manage the
process in order to protect your customers, and your
reputation and in complying with the law. The hygiene
rules require you to have a procedure in place for doing
this which respects certain principles. The procedure
you operate will need to show to your enforcement
officer that you have effective food safety management
in place. This requires the following:
 Hazards to food safety which might be present
within your business are identified
“ What can go wrong, when and where?”,
 Controls are in place to deal with these
hazards. “What can I do about it and where?”,
 Controls are carried out and checked. If
something goes wrong everyone is clear what
to do about it and then does it “What is
acceptable?” “How can I check?” “What can I
do about it?”,
 Procedures are kept up to date “If I change my
way of preparing food, do I need to change my
food safety controls?”). Documents are kept,
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which are necessary to show what the
e
procedures
are, “What documents should I


keep to show what my procedures are?”,
f
Records
necessary to show the procedures are
r
working
are kept “What records should I keep to
o my procedures are working and any
show
m
problems
have been put right”?

Honey Regulations
2003 Guidance Notes
t
h
The honey
e label “must” comply with four sets of
Regulations, The Honey (England) Regulations 2003,
S.I. 2243dor the corresponding Regulations for Scotland,
Wales oroNorthern Ireland if labelled there, The Food
LabellingcRegulations 1996, S.I. 1499, The Food (Lot
Marking) Regulations 1996, S.I. 1502 and the Weights
u
and Measures requirements. The Regulations around
these lastmare rather complicated and are:
e label “must” show the name, the best
 The
n
before
date and the weight in the same field of
t
view.


Type referring to weight has size requirements
o the rest just has to be clearly legible and
but
r
indelible,
also uncluttered. Just the name and
country of origin is enough if for direct sale. The
names
t
in the Honey Regulations have to be
used
in
order to comply with the Labelling
h
Regulations.
e
 The packer’s or seller’s name and address
“must”
be on the label, as “must” for formal
s
statement
of the country/(ies) of origin.
u
m
Supportm
the Countryside Live Show – 17th and 18th
October – the YBKA Annual Honey Show –
a
something for everyone to exhibit. Schedules and
r
details available now from David Shannon or post
them onyline too. Visit the Yorkshire Agricultural
Society web site – www.countrysidelive.co.uk
o
f
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Presentations of Best and Reserve Best in
Show at Great Yorkshire Show for Honey.
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Ch 1 - The Best Exhibit in all classes - a bottle of lemon
e Womack of Leeds is a relatively new
Curd. Peter
beekeeper with little to no experience of exhibiting in a
f It behoves that anyone can have a go…it
major show.
r even the mighty have fallen…well done
seems that
Peter. o
m
Ch 2 - The Reserve to the Best Exhibit - a bottle of
Mead. The
t exhibitor is Graham Browster of South
Emsall. h
Other winners
are as follows e
Ch 3 - Best Bottled Honey Exhibit in the Open and
County Classes
– Ms Carys Edwards, Dolgellan,
d
Gwynedd.

Photo by Andrew Woolhouse

The Best Exhibit in All Classes - The Mead Maze –
Presented to Peter Womack, Leeds - Dr David Aston
Mrs Heather Hawker MBE DL.

The Reserve Exhibit in all Classes - A fruit bowl –
Presented to Graham Browster, South Emsall.

o
Ch 4 - The Best Exhibit of Clear Light Honey in the
c
Open and County Honey Classes – Greg Sharp,
Cawood,uSelby.
m Best Exhibit in the Cake and Confectionery
Ch 5 - The
Classes e
Jim Pearson, Dewsbury.
Reserve n– Ms. Carys Edwards
t Best Exhibit of Mead – Graham Browster.
Ch 6 - The
Reserve – Mrs Pauline White, Lofthouse Gate,
Wakefield.
o
Ch 7 - The
r Best Exhibit of all Beeswax or Candles –
Chris Smailes, Fadmoor, York.
Reserve t– Ivor Flatman, Walton, Wakefiels.
Ch 8 - The
h Best Exhibit of Cut- Comb, Frame of Honey,
Photographs,
e and Miscellaneous Products etc; - Mrs.
Olga Lane, Sheffield.
Reserve – Ms. Carys Edwards.
s
Ch 9 - The Winner of Class 12, Composite Class –
u Hatfield, Doncaster.
Terry Head,
Reserve m
– Mike Hobson, Snaith, Goole.
m
Ch 10 - The Best Mead from Classes 41 and 43 only –
Graham a
Browster.
r
Reserve – Ivor Flatman
y Winner of Class 1, Nucleus Hive of Live
Ch 11 - The
Bees – Ivor Flatman.
Reserve o– John Whitaker, Ulleskelf, York.
f
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Ch 12 - The Winner of Class 11, Ten Uniform Jars of
Honey – Chris Smailes.
Reserve – Mrs. Dawn Swales, Osmotherly,
Northallerton.
SP 1 - Blue Ribbon – Peter Womack.
SP 2 - The Best Exhibit of the County Classes 26 to 34 A Certificate of Merit awarded by the Yorkshire
Beekeepers’ Association – Peter Lewis, Holmfirth,
Huddersfield.
SP 3 - The Winner of the Novice Honey Producer Class
13 - An Admittance Ticket offered by the National
Honey Show and £20 offered by the Yorkshire
Beekeepers’ Association – Peter Womack.
SP 4 - The Winner of Class 11 - £25 Gift Voucher
offered by E H Thorne Limited – Chris Smailes.
SP 5 - Yorkshire Beekeepers’ Association Certificates of
Merit. May be awarded at the discretion of the judges
for exhibits of merit Michael Badger MBE, Roundhay, Leeds – Honey Beer
Classes.
Mrs Kath Brown, Carlton, Pontefract – Decorative
Beeswax Flowers.
Terry Head – Ling Heather Honey (open Class).
YOUNG PERSONS EVENTS 2015 COUNTRYSIDE
DAYS AT THE NORMANBY PAVILION – Phil Gee
In recent years Yorkshire Beekeepers have taken part
in the Countryside Days events organised by the
Yorkshire Agricultural Society. The event is held at the
Yorkshire Event Centre on the Great Yorkshire
Showground and the surrounding outside area in June
each year. Countryside Days is probably the largest
education event in Yorkshire. It is aimed at Key Stage
Two (7 to 11 years) children from across Yorkshire and
Humber and up to 6,000 children attend over two days.
The event comprises up to 100 practical and interactive
workshops covering every aspect of farming, the
environment and the countryside.
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It also includes four ‘shows’ the Sheep Show, Farm
e and two Countryside Arenas. Workshops
Animal Arena
and displays include:
f
 Farm
Animals – cattle, sheep, pigs & goats
r
 Farm
Machinery
o
 Horse Racing
m
 Country
Crafts e.g. Rug making, Felting, Knitting
 Dry Stone Walling
t
 Corn
Dollies
h
 Stained Glass making
e
 Cooking
e.g. bread making, gingerbread making,
pizza making
d
 Planting
and growing
o
c this event by opening up the doors of our
YBKA help
Normanby
u Pavilion for a display of all things to do with
beekeeping
m including live bees, microscopy, candle
making and
e honey tasting – their favourite by far. We
host around
n 300 children over the two day event (not
6,000 justt in case you were wondering).
Six months
o prior to the event I set a competition where
the children have to produce a model based on a set
r
topic. The topic for 2015 was “IF BEES LIVED ON THE
MOON? The daily entries are judged and a prize of £50
awardedtto the two winning exhibits. The winning
h on display in the YBKA Pavilion during the
entries were
e
Great Yorkshire
Show and the children are invited along
to receive their prize.
s
u winners were Hookstone Primary School,
This year’s
Harrogate
mand Long Marston Primary School, York. The
second prize
m winner is based at the newly elected YAS
PresidentaMrs Sarah York’s village.
r
YBKA Members
are asked to involve their own local
y
schools…their involvement might well be the seed corn
for the beekeepers of the future…please give it some
o
thought.
f
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Phil Gee YBKA Vice - Chairman and Schooldays CoOrdinator Presenting the winning prize to pupils
from Hookstone Primary School, Harrogate.

Photo David Shannon
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Urban Beekeeping
– East London Mosque
e

by Jessica Chia

f
The City of London “the square mile” has it is often
r
referred to, is hosting a roof top mania of keeping bees
o
on the roofs of the major office blocks. The roof tops are
m are sheltered from the wind…most
high up and
important criteria for successful beekeeping, no bee
t prosper in a windy aspect.
colony will
h
e
d
o
c
u
m
e
n
t

The winning exhibit of a lunar landscape.

Photo Jessica Chia

Photo David Shannon

o
r
Khalil and Salma Attan seen here are a married couple
who looktafter the six colonies of honeybees as their
h
fellow Muslims
worship in the halls below. From 2008 to
e
2013, London has seen the number of beekeepers
increase by over 300 percent. Beekeeping, once
s associated with elderly men in big white
commonly
u now attracted a wide range of hobbyists.
beards, has
m
Coincidentally,
Aseem Sheikh and Munir Ravalia, who
m
were trained under the Co-Op’s Plan Bee Campaign,
a
established hives on top of the Kingston Mosque at
r
around the
y same time. The two beekeeping groups,
who did not initially know of each other, soon linked up,
sharing equipment
and offering each other advice.
o
f
a
n
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YORKSHIRE BEEKEEPERS NORMANBY
PAVILION AT THE GREAT YORKSHIRE
SHOW 2015
Once again the Yorkshire Beekeepers’ Associations’
Normanby pavilion was a hive of activity at this year’s
show. Its Success is due to our army of volunteers from
all walks of life, beekeepers from many of our District
Associations throughout the county who gave up their
time to come along and help out at the show. I would
like to take this opportunity to thank each and every one
of them. They did a splendid job talking to the public
and enlightening them on all aspects of beekeeping. We
took names and addresses of potential new beekeepers
and will forward these to their nearest District
Association Secretaries who will contact them in due
course. We also had a stand for Bees for Development
organised and set up by Frank Ward of Harrogate and
Ripon BKA; we co-jointly run this stall with them. Very
big thanks to him and all his helpers. We had our
resident skep maker Jeff Pearson and his brother Jim
who attracted large numbers of visitors towards the
pavilion and the honey show. I would also like to thank
John Home and his lovely wife Mary for all their hard
work and dedication in setting up and manning the Bees
for Abroad stand, another great success for them with
excellent interest: we look forward to them coming along
next year. The official gate entry into the show was once
again a record number, after a slower first day than
anticipated on Tuesday, despite the visit by HRH the
Prince of Wales and the Duchess of Cornwall, the
numbers for Wednesday and Thursday swelled to an
overall number of 132,131 persons coming through the
gates.

Countryside Live – 17th & 18th October 2015
In three month as time we hold our own Yorkshire
Beekeepers’ Association Honey Show. Full details of

q
u
o
t
which will be in the next edition along with entry forms
and showeschedule for all interested parties to enter, we
look forward to many more entries. With the Flower Hall
f
being demolished
it is possible that the Honey Show
r
may be relocated
within the Great Yorkshire
o
Showground.
m
David Shannon – Bee Pavilion Steward
t
WEST YORKSHIRE
SCOUTS BIG CAMP 2015
h
e
As with the Countryside Days this event was also
hosted at
d the Yorkshire Event Centre and involved
Scout groups
o from West Yorkshire and ran from Friday
1 May tocMonday 4 May. Because we are gluttons for
punishment
u we agreed to take part in this four day minijamboree.
m
e
We opened up the Normanby Pavilion on Sunday 3 May
and ran na similar workshop as we do for the schools
t as reported elsewhere. Several volunteers
Day event
offered to help out but only if we could guarantee that
o have to wear short pants, a woggle and
they didn’t
r the words ‘dib, dib, dib’. As it turned out the
could avoid
weather was atrocious and very few of those attending
the Jamboree
t
visited the Pavilion.
h
Howeverewe did a roaring trade in drying out wet
sleeping bags on our radiators.
s
Phil Geeu
Schoolsm
Day Organiser
m
84th National
Honey Show 29th October –
a
31st October
2015
r
with international
classes, beekeeping lecture
y
convention, workshops and trade show. Details to be
announced
o soon.
f
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Get Started in Beekeeping - All you need for happy healthy beesmby Adrian and Claire Waring.
a
This newly released title is issued under the “Teach Yourself” series by ther experienced beekeepers Adrian and Claire
Waring, who can proudly (and rightly so) give 88 years of beekeeping experience
and expertise to its readers.
y
The book is in paper back and also available in eBook format, priced at £12:99. As the title states, it is for those wishing
to get started in practical beekeeping. The authors have exercised what I would say is “beekeeping pragmatism” in that
o
the subject matter is dealt with an air of uncomplicatedness. It begins with a sort of prologue of “Meet the authors” that
f
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spares us any touch of vanity by these two renowned beekeepers. It is followed by a simple and concise “Introduction”
that plainly states that the aim of the book isn’t to tell you everything thereeis to know about beekeeping, but concludes
that the book does not give you experience, but will provide a reference point for the reader as their experience
f
develops.
r index, plus 32 colour plates and copious
The paper book is a handy A5 format, totalling over 220 pages with a subject
o key ideas and memory joggers of remember
drawings and sketches. In addition, the chapters have various “focus points,
m
this”.
Paperback ISBN – No. 978 1 47361 1832 or ebook 978 1 44412 93041 t
h
Just a thought a good present for Christmas!
e
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HEATHER HONEY – The Methods of Production and its Uses
h –
e
The book has been completed some 18 months ago after 15 years of painstaking research. The block in final publication
is due to a number of reasons; one in particular was getting approval fromsCollins to use a coloured image. Thankfully,
Jerry Burbidge of Northern Bee Books came to the rescue by introducing u
a contact of his who gave approval within 48
hours. Care is needed with sourcing material especially from the internet. m
Certain image providers are notorious at
demanding payment for use of images that they have the copyright to. BeeCraft recently got into fisti cuffs with them over
m
the use of an image that they believed they controlled, demanding £900 compensation. Sheer persistence paid off by
a
telling them politely to get lost. The book will be probably published next year to a re-edit down to 496 pages from over
r
550. The book is to be published in hardcopy limited to a 100 signed numbered
edition. Most hardback copies have been
y
sold, but a few are still available by emailing your interest to buzz.buzz@ntlworld.com softback copies will be available
too. More details to be published in the beekeeping press in the coming months.
o
f
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You expect your Secretary to be present atethe winter meetings:
s
He /she also expects you, so don’t disappoint
the Secretary
u
m
Be supportive of the Honey Classes at local Shows
m
a
By doing so you are advertising YOUR
r own honey
y

If you’re Association produces a news sheet, support your editor by submitting a piece of
“Beekeeping tit-bits or as they say in journalistic
parlance - Copy”
o
f
a
n
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Call off the bee-pocalypse: U.S. honeybee colonies hit a 20-year high readmthe headline -- You've heard the news about
m
honeybees. "Beepocalypse," they've called it. Beemageddon. America's honeybees
are dying, putting honey production
a become so dire that earlier this year the
and $15 billion worth of pollinated food crops in jeopardy. The situation has
White House put forth the first National Strategy to Promote the Health of rHoney Bees and Other Pollinators, a 64-page
policy framework for saving the nation's bees, butterflies and other pollinating
y animals. The trouble all began in 2006 or
so, when beekeepers first began noticing mysterious die-offs. It was soon christened "colony collapse disorder," and has
been responsible for the loss of 20 to 40 percent of managed honeybee colonies
each winter over the past decade.
o
f
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The maths says that if you lose 30 percent of your bee colonies every year for a few years, you rapidly end up with close
e colonies in the U.S. since 1987. Pay
to zero colonies left. But get a load of this data on the number of active bee
particular attention to the period after 2006, when CCD was first documented.
f
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As you can see, the number of honeybee colonies has actually risen sinces 2006, from 2.4 million to 2.7 million in 2014,
u earlier this year, show that the number of
according to data tracked by the USDA. The 2014 numbers, which came out
managed colonies -- that is, commercial honey-producing bee colonies managed
by human beekeepers -- is now the
m
highest it's been in 20 years.
m
a
So if CCD is wiping out close to a third of all honeybee colonies a year, how
r are their numbers rising? One word:
Beekeepers. A 2012 working paper by Randal R. Tucker and Walter N. Thurman,
a pair of agricultural economists,
y
explains that seasonal die-offs have always been a part of beekeeping: they report that before CCD, American
beekeepers would typically lose 14 percent of their colonies a year, on average. So beekeepers have used splitting
o
colonies as ways to replenish their stock. Beekeepers have been doing this sort of thing since the advent of commercial
f
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beekeeping. When CCD came along, it roughly doubled the usual annual rate of bee die-offs. But this doesn't mean that
bees are going extinct, just that beekeepers need to work a little harder toekeep production up.
f average retail price of honey has roughly
The price of some of that extra work will get passed on to the consumer. The
r
doubled since 2006, for instance. And Kim Kaplan, a researcher with the USDA,
points out that pollination fees -- the
o fruit and nut trees -- has approximately
amount beekeepers charge to cart their bees around to farms and pollinate
m
doubled over the same period.
"It's not the honey bees that are in danger of going extinct," Kaplan wrote tin an email, "it is the beekeepers providing
pollination services because of the growing economic and management pressures.
The alternative is that pollination
h
contracts per colony have to continue to climb to make it economically sustainable
for
beekeepers to stay in business
e
and provide pollination to the country’s fruit, vegetable, nut and berry crops." We have also been importing more honey
from overseas lately.
d
But rising prices for fruit and nuts hardly constitute the "beepocalypse" thatowe've all been worried about. Tucker and
Thurman, the economists, call this a victory for the free market: "Not only c
was there not a failure of bee-related markets,"
they conclude in their paper, "but they adapted quickly and effectively to u
the changes induced by the appearance of
m
Colony Collapse Disorder."
e
Fancy a Good Read?
n
t

“Sapiens” A Brief History of Humankind – Yuval Noah Harari.

o
A book of interest now available in paperback. 100,000 years ago, at least six human species inhabited the earth. Today
r
there is just one…Us - Homo sapiens. How did our species succeed in the battle for dominance? Why did our foraging
ancestors come together to create cities and kingdoms? How did we come to believe in gods, nations and human rights;
t
to trust money, books and laws; and to be enslaved by bureaucracy, consumerism and the pursuit of happiness? And
h
what will the world be like in the millennia to come? This book is bold, wide-ranging and provocative; Sapiens
e our actions, our power…and our future. challenges everything we thought we knew about being humans: our beliefs,
Published by Harvil Secker, London – ISBN 978 1 846 55824 5 s
u
A comment from Dr Sally Bucknall – “Scary”…what do you think?
m
m
Nature’s Compass – The Mystery of Animal Navigation – James
L. Gould and Carol Grant Gould
a
r
We know that animals cross miles of water, land, and sky with pinpoint precision
on a daily basis. But only in recent
y actually accomplished.
years scientists have learned how these astounding feats of navigation are
o
f
a
n
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Yorkshire Beekeepers’ Association
General Purposes Committee
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Vice Chairman
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Tony Jefferson
07749 731945
01947
stoneleabees@yahoo.co.uk

Phil Gee
01422 886114
07769 650059
pjgphilgee@btinternet.com

Interim Treasurer (appointment to
be ratified at 2015 Annual General
Meeting).

BBKA ADM Delegate

Norbert Cooper
01937 83489
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norbert.cooper@btinternet.com

Michael Badger MBE
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buzz.buzz@ntlworld.com

YAS Representative & NBU Liaison
Officer
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Web Master
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Area Representative
Simon Maslin
01482 656018

Area Representative
Ms. Chris Hardy
01535 600941

simon@maslin.karoo.co.uk

oldsalmon@gmail.com

General Secretary
Roger Chappel
01325 315741
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rogerchappel21@gmail.com
Examination and Education Officer

Yvonne Kilvington
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YBKA Honey Show Chief Steward
Dave Shannon
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daveshannon.aca@me.com
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